A randomized uniform self-stabilizing protocol that provides each (anonymous) processor of a uniform system with a distinct identi er is presented. The protocol uses a prede ned xed amount of memory and stabilizes within expected (d) time, where d is the actual diameter of the network.
Introduction
A distributed system is self-stabilizing if it can be started in any possible global state. The study of self-stabilizing systems started with the fundamental paper of Dijkstra 2] . Dijkstra assumed that all the processors are identical except a single special processor. The existence of the special processor is necessary for breaking symmetry in a composite size rings even in the presence of a powerful scheduler which activates one processor at a time (called central demon in 2]).
Extensive research has been triggered by this breaking symmetry necessity. One approach for breaking the symmetry in a self-stabilizing system is to assume that \every processor is special" i.e. each processor is assigned a distinct identi er e.g., 4]. Another approach is to break symmetry by the use of randomization e.g., 5 ]. This approach can be applied to uniform systems i.e., systems in which all the processors are identical.
Dynamic systems may be subject to frequent topology changes. Self-stabilizing protocols for dynamic system should stabilize in between any two successive topology changes. Thus, the stabilization time is an important parameter in the design of dynamic self-stabilizing protocols. The time needed to transport information from one side of a connected component to the other side is no less than (d), where d is the actual diameter of the connected component. In this paper we present a randomized dynamic self-stabilizing naming protocol that stabilizes within (d) expected time. The task of this naming protocol is to assign each processor a distinct identi er.
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identi ers. In contrast in this paper we present an O(d) time uniform self-stabilizing protocol for naming and related tasks. Only a few protocols for uniform systems that stabilizes within O(d) time are known. Self-stabilizing protocols for leader election and ranking (i.e., naming with identi ers 1 to n) that stabilize in expected (d) and O(n) time, respectively, are presented in 5]. A self-stabilizing spanning tree algorithm that stabilizes in (d) is presented in 1]. This algorithm uses the technique presented in 5] in which the identi er of a processor is extended in order to break symmetry. If the longest identi er in the rst (arbitrary) con guration is l then the expected length of the identi er when the system stabilizes is l + O(log n). The advantage of this technique is that it does not requires a priori knowledge of the number of processors in the system. However, the technique requires an unbounded source of memory: any system with bounded memory can be started in a state in which all the memory is used for the representation of an identi er (and all the identi ers are identical) 1 .
In this paper we present the rst self-stabilizing naming protocol that uses a prede ned amount of memory and stabilizes in expected (d) time.
We model the system and de ne the requirements and complexity measures according to 5] and 4]. In particular we use the communication model and complexity measures stated in 4]. The requirements are identical to those presented in 5] for randomized self-stabilizing protocols.
The Protocol
In this section we introduce the protocol. Informally, the protocol constructs a BFS spanning tree rooted at each processor P . Each such tree is marked by the randomly chosen identi er of P . In case several processors have identical chosen identi ers, id, the protocol constructs a spanning forest of trees. Each tree of this forest is rooted at a processor with the identi er id. In order to detect the existence of other processors with the same identi er, each processor colors its tree. Whenever a processor, P , completes coloring its tree with some color P randomly chooses a new color and starts coloring its tree with the new chosen color. Let T 1 and T 2 be two trees in the forest such that there exist two neighboring ity 1 that either P or Q identi es the existence of another tree marked by the same identi er: Whenever P is about to change a color and P observes a node Q with the same identi er for its tree but a color that is neither the current color nor the new color, P concludes the existence of other roots with the same id as the root of T 1 . In such a case, P noti es its root.
When a root processor R receives an indication of the existence of other processors with the same identi er, R chooses a new identi er. If the new identi er does not appear in the system a spanning tree marked with the new identi er is constructed. The construction of the new tree can be described as the propagation of the new identi er from the root to every processor in the system and feedback to the root when the tree construction is over. The root receives a list of identi ers together with the noti cation of the completion of the tree construction. This list consists of the identi ers of all the processors in the system that were found during the feedback. R examines the list for identi ers that appear more than once. Then R broadcasts the con icting identi ers on its spanning tree. A processor that recognize its identi er in a con icting identi er list, randomly chooses a new identi er.
A more detailed description follows. We begin with the main data structures used by the protocol. The protocol is a composition of several subprotocols. We present those subprotocols one at a time together with the method used for proving correctness. Finally, we describe how the subprotocols are integrated to form the protocol.
Data Structures: Each processor maintains an array tab P 1 : N ] with N entries, an entry for each (possible) processor Q in the system. In addition P maintains an array, queue P 1 : N 2 ] with N 2 entries. Any entry e 2 (tab P queue P ) is a tuple htid; dis; f; color; ackclr; ot; ack; list; deli of elds of the following types: tid is in the range 0 to N 10 , dis is in the range 0 to N , f is in the range 0 to (where is an upper bound on the degree of a node in the communication graph); ackclr, ot and ack are boolean; each of the list and del elds may contain up to N identi ers (each identi er is in the range 0 to N 10 ); color is in the range 0 to N 10 . To compute the values of tab P and queue P P uses two internal tables, P:tab Q 1 : N ] and P:queue Q 1 : N 2 ], for each neighbor Q. P stores the value P reads from tab Q and queue Q in P:tab Q and P:queue Q , respectively. The operations of the protocol preserves the boundary of the variables and length of lists; an attempt to assign a too large value to a variable or too long list results with the maximal possible value or the maximal pre x of the list that still ts, respectively.
Multiple BFS Trees: Each processor P builds a directed breadth rst spanning tree rooted at P . To do so P uses a randomly chosen identi er. Similarly to 4], following the stabilization period each of the rst n entries of tab P is related to a distinct tree. Let e P be the entry in tab P that is related to a tree rooted at the processor Q. The tid eld of e P is the randomly chosen identi er of Q, the dis eld is the minimal distance (in number of hops) from P to Q, and f is the label Each processor, P , repeatedly reads the tables of its neighbors. P uses the values of those tables to determine the contents of tab P . P repeatedly computes new values for tab P and writes the new value of tab P in its communication register. tab P 1]:hid; disi is always set to hid P ; 0i. The remaining N ? 1 entries of tab P are chosen as follows: Let E id be the set of entries for a distinct id, id 6 = id P , that appear in the tables of P 's neighbors. For every such E id , P chooses an entry with the minimal distance among E id . In case there are more than one entry with the minimal distance in E id , P uses the current value of tab P and queue P to determine the entry e 0 to be chosen among them: If there exists an entry e in the current tab P or queue P for which e:tid = id and the value e:f is a label of an edge connecting with a neighbor Q from which e 0 has been read then P chooses e 0 . Otherwise, P can arbitrarily choose an entry among the entries with the minimal distance in E id .
Let C ndt be the set of entries chosen by the above criteria.
The dis and f elds of each entry e 2 C ndt are modi ed as follows: the dis eld is incremented by 1 (provided that the result is less than N otherwise dis := N ) and the f eld is set to the link label of P through which e has been read. Then P sorts the entries in C ndt by their dis eld where the rst entry has the minimal value of dis. If jCndtj > N ? 1 then P chooses the rst N ? 1 entries of the sorted set. Otherwise when jCndtj N ? 1, P chooses all the entries of the sorted set. Every entry e in tab P with e:tid that does not appear in the chosen set of entries of C ndt is stored in queue P . Then P assigns the chosen set of entries to tab P 2 : N ]. In case jCndtj < N ? 1, P sets the value of the id elds of the last N ? 1 ? jCndtj entries of tab P to be 0.
In 4] it is proved that when the identi ers of the processors are distinct the above protocol stabilizes to form xed multiple BFS trees within (d) time. The situation here is di erent since the processors do not have distinct identi ers, and the system can be started when all (or a subset of the) processors use the same identi er for their trees. In case two or more processors have the same chosen identi er the trees with this identi er form a spanning forest rather than a spanning tree.
Global Synchronization: Similarly to 5] in order to ensure that no two processors have the same chosen identi er each processor repeatedly colors its tree with randomly chosen color. Fix a particular tree T in such a forest; the processors in T that are neighboring to another tree in the forest can detect by the sequence of colors of T , the existence of another processor with the same identi er. Upon such detection, P , the root of T is noti ed and chooses a new identi er that is di erent from all the existing identi ers in the system, with overwhelming probability.
In this subsection we describe the self-stabilizing global synchronization protocol of 5] that is used for repeatedly coloring the trees. This protocol is designed for a directed tree structured system. During the run of this protocol, the root of the tree, R, repeatedly colors the tree. Whenever R receives an indication of the termination of the current coloring R randomly chooses a color (from large enough set of colors { eight R) and assigns it to R:color. Each non-root processor, Q, repeatedly copies the color of its parent, P , by assigning the value Q read from P:color into Q:color. In case this assignment changes the value of Q:color, Q simultaneously assigns Q:ackclr := f alse. Whenever Q reads that P:color = Q:color and for every processor C of Q's children Q:color = C:color and C:ackclr = true, Q assigns Q:ackclr := true.
In 5] it is proved that following (d) rounds the global synchronization protocol stabilizes, i.e., (1) whenever R chooses a new color, R:color = P:color for every processor P and (2) for every processor P , R:color = P:color immediately after every time that the value of P:color is changed.
Scheduler-Luck Game: Our proof uses arguments in the spirit of the scheduler-luck game presented in 5]. First we assume optimal choosing { whenever a processor chooses an identi er the new identi er does not exist in the system. Using this assumption we show that from any initial con guration the system reaches a safe con guration in expected (d) rounds. Then we compute the expected stabilization time by the probability of such a random choose sequence occurring. In reality it is possible that a processor will choose an identi er that is present in the system. Still, in such a case, the system has a nonzero probability of starting a new sequence of choosing n distinct identi ers.
It is most important for the protocol to guarantee that the number of identi ers that are chosen before the stabilization is limited (under the assumption of optimal choosing). Otherwise, if each processor may choose an identi er many times before the system stabilizes the probability of choosing an existing identi er is not negligible. In particular, under the assumption that processors choose identi ers that do not appear in the system, our protocol guarantees that every processor chooses an identi er at most once before the system stabilizes.
The Queue: We assume that every processor chooses a new identi er at most once. Thus, the number of distinct identi ers that are present in the tables of the processors during the entire run is not greater than N 2 + N . To ensure the correctness of our protocol we need to guarantee that after a processor Q copies a new identi er of a processor P into tab Q , Q maintains information about this identi er. Otherwise, segments of trees can be disconnected and cause the global synchronization subprotocol to wrongly detect the existence of other trees with the same identi er. Thus, may cause a processor to choose an identi er more than once.
Each processor, Q, maintains a queue, queue Q , of N 2 entries that have identical structure to the entries of tab Q . Whenever Q computes a new value for tab Q , Q deletes every entry e in queue Q such that there exists an entry e 0 in Propagation of Information with Feedback: In this section we present the optimal time propagation of information with feedback of 3]. Roughly speaking, this protocol is used for propagating a new identi er in the system during the propagation and collecting information on the existing identi ers during the feedback. The protocol starts with a processor P choosing a new identi er id P that does not exist in the system and terminates when P detects that a BFS spanning tree, identi ed by tid = id P and rooted at P , has been constructed. During the execution of the propagation of information with feedback protocol the elds dis, tid, f , ack, list and del are modi ed. The way the elds dis, tid and f are modi ed is compatible with the multiple BFS trees protocol i.e. any assignment of a new value to those elds is according to both the multiple BFS trees and the propagation of information with feedback.
Our propagation of information with feedback constructs a BFS tree while propagating the tid and during the feedback stage and by that terminates within (d) rounds. The processor, P , that initiates the propagation is the root of this BFS tree. P repeatedly writes id P and 0 in the elds tab P 1]:tid and tab P 1]:dis, respectively (note that this write operation is also a part of the multiple BFS tree subprotocols). P repeatedly reads the shared registers of its neighbors. When P discovers that for every neighbor Q there is an entry in tab Q with tid = id P , dis = 1 and ack = true then P concludes that the propagation with feedback is over.
Each processor, Q, participates in the execution of the propagation of information with feedback of every other processor including P . In the sequel we consider only the propagation of information with feedback that is initiated by P and for every processor Q we use e Q to denote the entry in either tab Q or queue Q for which e Q :tid = id P . When P chooses a new identier id P to replace the previous identi er id 0 P , P initializes the values of the elds htid; dis; f; color; ackclr; ot; ack; list; deli of tab P 1] to be hid P ; 0; 0; 1; f alse; f alse; ;; id 0 P i. Thereafter, whenever a processor Q includes for the rst time an entry e Q (with e Q :tid = id P ) in tab Q , due to an entry e S read from a neighbor S, Q copies (and by doing so \initializes") the value of the elds hcolor; ackclr; ot; ack; list; deli of e S into e Q .
The existence of the queue ensures that e Q is not eliminated from both tab Q or queue Q (in a run in which every processor chooses identi er at most once). We now describe the way Q modi es the elds f , dis, ack and list of the entry e Q . Q repeatedly reads the communication registers of its neighbors, an entry e R for which e R :tid = id P . Let R R be the set of processors such that for every R 2 R 0 and S 2 R, e R :dis e S :dis. Q sets e Q :dis to the value of e R :dis + 1. If e Q :f 2 R 0 then Q does not change the value of e Q :f . Otherwise, Q sets e Q :f to a value of a link label that connects Q with a processor in R 0 and at the same time assigns e Q :ack := f alse and e Q :list := ; (note that the above assignment of the dis and f elds are also a part of the multiple BFS tree subprotocol).
Q assigns e Q :ack := true when the following hold: (1) The above ensures that P concludes termination of the propagation with feedback when indeed the propagation with feedback is terminated. This is proved formally in 3]; here we only give an informal description of the proof. The rst observation is that no processor Q can assign a distance that is less than the real distance from P to Q into e Q :dis. Thus, after a processor Q assigns the correct minimal distance to P in e Q :dis, e Q :dis and e Q :f are not changed. An induction on the distance from P is used to prove that P concludes the termination when every processor Q 6 = P has an e Q such that e Q :dis holds the minimal distance to P and e Q :ack = true. This is clear for every neighbor of P . We assume correctness for processors at distance i and prove for the processors at distance i + 1. Let Q be a processor at distance i from P and let R be a processor at distance i + 1 from P . The last time that Q assigned e Q :ack := true, Q read that the distance of R is the minimal distance to P and e R :ack = true. Following this time R cannot change the value of e R :dis and thus cannot change the value of e R :f or e R :ack.
Furthermore, when P concludes termination e P :list consists of n ?1 identi ers, an identi er id 0 Q for each processor Q in the system such that there exists a time during the execution of the propagation of information with feedback protocol in which id Q has been equal to id 0 Q . Under the assumption that every choose results in a non-existing identi er P can detect by the value of e P :list all the con icting identi ers.
Integration: There are two main goals for our protocol:
(1) to ensure that when there is an identi er id used by two or more processors then at least one processor chooses a new identi er in expected O(d) rounds, (2) following the rst choose operation (of an identi er that does not exist) every processor that does not have a distinct identi er chooses one in O(d) rounds.
The rst goal is achieved by the use of the multiple BFS trees and the global synchronization protocols. When no processor chooses a new identi er the multiple BFS tree stabilizes, i.e., (a) the tid; dis and f elds are xed and (b) for sor, or a forest of trees, each tree rooted at a processor with the identi er id, otherwise. The global synchronization protocol stabilizes O(d) rounds after the trees are xed. Thus, at least one root of a tree receives an indication of the existence of other trees of processors with the same identi er in expected O(d) rounds.
The second goal is achieved by the propagation and information with feedback. When the identi er chosen is di erent from every other identi er in the system it succeeds in triggering an \initialized" propagation of information with feedback. During the feedback phase information about existing identi ers in the system is collected (using the eld list). This information is used to eliminate all the con icting identi er from the system in O(d) rounds. The elimination of the conicting identi ers is carried out by the use of the eld del. Each processor copies the del eld of its parent. Thus, the value of del computed by the root is broadcast over the tree to the entire system. When a processor Q nds the value id Q in some entry Q chooses a new identi er.
Conclusions
In this paper we present the rst self-stabilizing naming protocol that uses a prede ned amount of memory and stabilizes in expected (d) time. The naming protocol can be combined with any self-stabilizing protocol that assume distinct identi ers by the use of fair protocol composition technique presented in 3]. Thus, we achieve with optimal time and prede ned amount of memory uniform self-stabilizing protocols for many tasks including: spanning tree construction, leader election, and reset.
